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One of the major problems that our government are facing up are abuses of our leaders 

who belong in an organization which we all know that the primary responsibilities is to protect 
and serve our country, being a model of member in Philippine National Police in military forces. 

As life goes on, all we know in our life that those leaders who are elected and presented 
in the field of law enforcement are leaders who are giving or implementing justice, ordinances 
and laws for the benefits or good future of our government. They are those law enforcers that 
whom we are confident to guide and protect us from harmful elements or the criminals and law 
violators. But more on that, they are giving one of the problems that our company are now facing 
off. We all know that not all of us engage in educational studies because of poverty and corrupt 
officials of our government. We cannot improve our economic goods and services and lots of 
people are suffering on it. It is only the introductory that our country must be awaken and change 
those elements that bring hindrances or problems in our country. 

Police-military abuses this are those actions that our leaders are taking advantage to those 
people who are innocent of our law. One of the factors is uneducated person. In this situation, 
person who are innocent by law are not excuses for punishment. Once a person violates the law, 
there are probable penalty to the person in order to pay his/her violations. But as of now, as a 
student taking up this course, I already observed that those police/military who are on the field 
are not following the rules and regulations of the law but instead they are the one who violates it 
in terms of the things they can earn like money, things to be confiscated from the innocent 
person. We all know that it violates the liberty and personality of a person. Even though he/she 
doesn’t know the violations that he/she did. It is abused and immoral right? So, we should 
change the system and abolish those officers who are taking advantage of the people’s innocence. 

The system of police/military organization must be focused in order to determine those 
officers that are the one who are implementing unjust laws and violations. We, all Filipinos as a 
member of the government must engage in proper laws and regulations so that we are not 
innocent to those leaders whom we are charged by violations that we didn’t do. This immoral 
side of the person does not know what the law is, but as a leader, we should follow strictly what 
e promise in the government. The police/military forces are the role model of all Filipinos and 
must serve our country and protect our community from the incoming criminals or law violators 
that are planning to commit crimes and threats. Never to take advantage of the innocent one but 
provide laws in order to be aware of the people for those laws and ordinances that an 
organization of the Philippine national Police and military forces are implementing. 


